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Abstract: The authors comment on Steffens and Gunser’s article describing the University of Wisconsin adoption of the Epic anesthesia record to include perfusion information from the cardiopulmonary bypass patient experience. We highlight the current-day lessons and the valuable quality and safety principles the Wisconsin-Epic model anesthesia-perfusion record provides. Keywords: electronic medical record, EMR, Epic software, perfusion electronic record, integrated perfusion anesthesia patient record.

Congratulations to Thomas Steffens and John Gunser at the University of Wisconsin (UW) Hospital and Clinics for the description of their adoption of the Epic Systems Corporation (EpicCare EMR, Verona, WI, www.epic.com) electronic anesthesia record to include perfusion activities. The authors describe their implementation experience using the Epic anesthesia module as a platform for perfusion documentation for cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) while automatically collecting variables from the serial port on the Terumo Cardiovascular Group heart-lung machine (HLM) (Advanced System 1™, Terumo Cardiovascular Systems, Ann Arbor, MI, www.terumocvs.com). The Epic anesthesia record is not specifically designed with a perfusion module so the Wisconsin team designed an Epic interface to allow the entry of several variables from the HLM and perfusion in real time consistent with their standard practice and the American Society of ExtraCorporeal Technology Standards and Guidelines for Perfusion Practice (1).

The authors’ willingness to communicate their invention makes this article a bellwether publication for several reasons. The authors share their successful collaboration between the anesthesia and perfusion teams. The UW perfusion documentation solution demonstrates a precedence to not use the perfusion electronic record provided by the HLM manufacturer. Now that the authors have a database of anesthesia and perfusion variables, the issues of quality monitoring, patient dashboards, more accurate participation in national registries, and patient outcomes analysis become more feasible (2,3).

Historically, there have been several unique start-ups to automatically and manually collect perfusion data (4–13). It is interesting that 35 years after the first publications, perfusion electronic record keeping is gaining acceptance while manual records scanned into Portable Document Formats (PDF, Adobe Acrobat, San Jose, CA, www.adobe.com) and added to the electronic record remain the standard of care. Other non-HLM manufacturing vendors have created pump-side computer-assisted perfusion records that manually generate a printout record, will they export perfusion information directly to the anesthesia and other hospital system records or suffer the same fate as the platform-specific electronic perfusion records (OnCloud, Perfusion.Com, Fort Meyers, FL, www.perfusion.com; Perfusion Pro EPR, West Terre Haute, IN www.perfusionpro.com; Viper Vision Data Management System, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, www.medtronic.com). The challenge of exporting automatically collected perfusion data and transferring it to a hospital-wide or healthcare system-wide electronic health record system has not yet been solved for widespread application. The UW offers a possible solution for widespread standardization.
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Like a handful of U.S. cardiac surgery facilities, our centers (University of Colorado Hospital and Mayo Clinic Enterprise Hospitals in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Florida, and Arizona) are going through the identical challenge that the UW Hospital and Clinics is navigating: how do we best bring perioperative perfusion information into the Epic anesthesia record? Epic EMR software is pervasive and Epic, which currently doesn’t have plans to build a perfusion module, recommends integrating key portions of charting with Epic. One such integration method is using the anesthesia module (personal communication, Alex Chang, Epic Systems, December 6, 2015). Our institutions are investing money and personnel time to solve this problem so the UW article is a guide for us. On the basis of our recent interviews of HLM manufacturers and perfusionists implementing electronic perfusion records, perhaps more U.S. centers have already adopted Epic systems software to the hourly documentation of mechanical circulatory support and extracorporeal life support (ECLS) in the intensive care unit rather than CPB in the operating room.

Like the perfusion and anesthesia teams at UW, we are debating the issues of anesthesia-owned and perfusion-owned parameters to be collected in the anesthesia module. UW has taught us that it is not the anesthesia record or the perfusion record, it is the patient’s record: a simple, yet profound concept that requires communication and trust. The Epic software tracks the provider who makes an entry in the patient anesthesia record.

In the medical-legal world during analysis of perfusion cases, there are undoubtedly discrepancies and errors between the time stamping and the accuracy of perfusion event entries in the separate anesthesia and perfusion records. The UW solution resolves these opportunities for error—both the anesthesia and perfusion providers view all the EMR entries in real time and can communicate immediately if an error is present.

Interestingly, Epic Systems is acting as the catalyst for integration of the perfusion information into the patient electronic health record via the anesthesia module. It is ironic in today’s team training and team member safety environment that it is Epic who is helping to bring anesthesia and perfusion teams together to the patient’s benefit.

Perfusionists are using the Epic solution to circumvent the HLM-specific electronic perfusion record. We have decided to operate the HLM online perfusion record while interfacing with the Epic anesthesia record because we do not want to lose the detailed perfusion information we have been collecting. The HLM manufacturers and independent electronic perfusion record companies will have to successfully interface with Epic Systems and Cerner® software solutions (North Kansas City, MO, www.cerner.com) in the future. Will Epic and Cerner systems be compatible if healthcare facilities and the government want to share patient information?

Steffens points out the research opportunities for an anesthesia–perfusion record. So many multidisciplinary cardiac patient standards and guidelines are being written that affect the working relationship between anesthesia and perfusion. Guidelines for blood management, temperature control, adequacy of perfusion, and team behaviors are published (14–19). The anesthesia–perfusion record can document compliance with the published evidence-based guidelines and monitor standardization of practice between providers and the team of teams who perform cardiac surgery.

Steffens’ article reminds us that today the ideal perfusion data acquisition model is more than just collecting variables to populate a patient record. The model must populate a patient record and be widely available to the appropriate care providers in real time. The ideal record alerts the clinician to variation in optimal care paths (20). The ideal system should populate a database for quality monitoring and research that automatically updates dashboards that are available in real time and for researchers and managers who have approved access (21–24). The systems we build today should automatically upload patient health information–free procedure data to national registries where we can immediately benchmark local performance to results from other similar healthcare facilities (2,5,26). The systems for automatic perfusion data acquisition should begin with these end goals in mind. The UW model is an excellent first step to the ideal system.
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